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TODAY’S TOPICS:
• Updates from Adult Care Licensure Section
• An update on the county Informal Dispute
Resolution process
• An examination of the implications of the
revised “past corrected” violation and its
impact on new citations
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Today’s Presenters
• Megan Lamphere, Chief, Adult Care Licensure Section
• Libby Kinsey, Assistant Chief, Adult Care Licensure
Section
• Frances Messer, CEO, NCALA
• Ken Burgess, Poyner Spruill Health Law Section
• Iain Stauffer, Poyner Spruill Health Law Section
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ADULT CARE LICENSURE SECTION
UPDATES
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Adult Care Licensure Section Updates
• Organizational & Regional Changes

• Study of the NC Star Rated Certificate Program
• Family Care Home Administrator Renewals
– Reminder of upcoming Administrator approval renewal
and need for continuing education credits
– Administrators should review renewal letters closely for
required information
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COUNTY INFORMAL DISPUTE
RESOLUTION PROCESS
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County Informal Dispute
Resolution process
• Adult care homes and family care homes can now
request IDR for County Department of Social Services
cited deficiencies
• Can dispute:
– Type A1 and A2 violations
– Uncorrected Type A1 and A2 violations
– Uncorrected Type B violations

• Applies to Corrective Action Reports with exit date of
September 25, 2017 and after
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County Informal Dispute
Resolution process
• STAR rating results not posted until IDR process
complete
• Have 15 days to request an IDR
• Encourage use of IDR process
– IDR is an optional process, not required
– But, if later, a provider requests a meeting with State or is
involved in a formal appeal and related settlement
discussions, what message does it send to the State that a
provider didn’t even request IDR
• Especially if you have new information to share that disputes a
citation
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County Informal Dispute
Resolution process
• Follow instructions in the SOD letter for submission of the IDR
request and supporting materials
• After submission, IDR packet provided to the survey team
• Survey team reviews packet for additional information that may
impact findings
• Survey team reviews and:
– Upholds report
– Amends report

• Then IDR packet goes to IDR Panel
– State Panel: 2 State personnel (not involved in original survey), 1 Provider
– County Panel: 1 Provider, and 1 State representative and 1 County DSS
representative, neither was part of original survey

• ACH/FCH appears and presents to Panel
– In person or by telephone
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County Informal Dispute Data
• In 2017, there were 2 County IDR requests
– Remember County IDR’s only started after September 25,
2017

• 6 violations were reviewed
– 4 Type A1’s
– 2 Type A2’s

• County IDR results:
– Upheld: 4 Type A1 citations
– Deleted from record: 2 Type A2 citations
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How To Present IDR Packet
• Clearly identify what you are challenging
– Which citations
– Which portions of a Statement of Deficiencies
• Can highlight portions you are challenging if that helps
• Or otherwise be very specific about what you are challenging

• Explain, textually, your argument
• Supported by documents
– Policies/procedures, staff statements, medical records

• Don’t just send in a bunch of papers with no
explanation or context
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE REVISED “PAST
CORRECTED” VIOLATION AND ITS
IMPACT ON NEW CITATIONS
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Past Corrected Type A1 or A2
Violations Before HB 667
• Meant a violation that had been corrected but the:
– Violation was not previously identified by the Department;
or
– Violation was discovered by the facility and was selfreported

• Even if corrected, a penalty could still have been
assessed based upon certain factors
• That gave the Department of Health & Human
Services discretion not to fine
– But that was discretionary and still a “violation”
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“Past Corrected Violations”
• Under HB 667,
• “Past Corrected Type A1 or A2 Violation” removed as a violation
• Now, a community which identifies and fully corrects its own
noncompliance / violations MAY NOT BE cited, AT ALL, for a
violation
• Not a Type A1
• Not a Type A2
• Not a Type B

• A word on our experience with the SNF industry and
“past corrected”
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NC Law (NCGS § 131D-34)
Type of Violation
A1

A2

“Past Corrected Type” A1 or A2 or B

B

Repeat

Standard
A violation “which results in death or
serious physical harm, abuse, neglect, or
exploitation”
A violation “which results in substantial
risk that death or serious physical harm,
abuse, neglect, or exploitation will occur.”

Penalty
<7 beds = $500-10,000
7+ beds = $1,000-20,000
“The Department may or may not assess
a penalty taking into consideration the
compliance history, preventative
measures, and response to previous
violations by the facility.”

These violations will not be a violation if: None if all criteria met
has been corrected and
i) Violation discovered by the facility
ii) Violation was abated immediately
iii) Violation was corrected prior to
inspection by the Department
iv) Reasonable preventative measures in
place prior to violation
v) Facility implemented corrective
measures to achieve and maintain
compliance
A violation “which is detrimental to the
None
health, safety, or welfare of any resident,
but which does not result in substantial
risk that death or serious physical harm,
abuse, neglect, or exploitation will occur.”
When a facility violates the same specific
provision of statute/regulation for which
it received a violation in the past 12
months, and appeal period for 1st
violation has expired and penalty

Treble damages
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HB 667 - Revised law
• Pursuant to the new statutory criteria, a “past
corrected” shall not be a violation
• And, there would not be a penalty
• Or any impact on your star rating
• That applies to Type A1, A2 and B level violations
• This is a big opportunity for providers
• But there are some specific elements you have to
meet to be able to claim this opportunity
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HB 667: A violation is not a violation if:
1. The violation is discovered by the facility.
2. The Department determines that the violation was
abated immediately.
3. The violation was corrected prior to inspection by the
Department.
4. The Department determines that reasonable
preventative measures were in place prior to the
violation.
5. The Department determines that subsequent to the
violation, the facility implemented corrective measures
to achieve and maintain compliance.
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Elements 4 and 5
• Element 4: reasonable preventive measures were in
place
– What policies/procedures, training, other measures did
you have in place when the incident occurred
– Including a robust QA/QAPI program

• Element 5: Department determines that after
violation, Facility implemented corrective measures
to achieve and maintain compliance
– You must be in compliance at time of survey
– And be able to persuade State that your response will
likely sustain compliance, looking forward
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Correcting Your Own Violations
• What must be done to show full correction and
sustaining of compliance
• At a minimum, we need more than a “minimal” POC
• We need a full, robust, defensible and documented
POC, with all 4 elements required by DHHS after a
violation is cited
• So, we can demonstrate that an issue was corrected
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Plan of Correction Requirements
1. Indicate what measures will be put in place to
correct the deficient area of practice (changes in
policy, staff training, staff pattern changes).
2. What measures will be put in place to prevent
recurrence of the problem?
3. Who will monitor the situation to ensure it’s fixed?
4. How often will this monitoring occur?
5. Completion dates for steps 1-4 (except monitoring
which is ongoing)
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Past Corrected (cont.)
• Back to slide 20
– These 5 POC elements are bullets 1, 2 & 3 of how to
accomplish “past corrected”
– Element 4 – reasonable preventive measures were in
place:
• Policies/procedures addressing the area in issue
• Staff screening / orientation / ongoing training regarding the issue
• An effective Quality Assurance & Improvement Program
– Involving periodic self-audits of key measures / programs
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Past Corrected (cont.)
• Two most common things we see and hear on
element 4 (reasonable precautions in place) in
violations:
1. We have a policy, procedure or program but 1 or more
staff just failed to follow it; and
2. Staff, when questioned:
a. Don’t consistently know your policy/procedure/expectations;
b. Don’t consistently know a resident’s current condition; and/or
c. Express a resident’s condition and/or care plan inconsistently
with what’s actually documented in resident’s records.
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Past Corrected (cont.)
• Most common things we see regarding element 5
(facility implemented corrective measures to achieve
& maintain compliance):
1. Repeat deficiencies under the same regulation, especially
care/supervision
a.

Even if they involve totally different residents & facts

2. Staff cannot recite / recall or are not consistently
following those corrective measures
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Root Cause Analysis
• What happened
– To whom and when

• Why did it happen?
– What staff, visitors, devices, policies, environmental factors led
to or contributed to the incident

• Has this happened before? If yes, same questions as
above
– And, is there commonality among times, shifts, staff, devices,
etc.

• What is the “fix” or “fixes?”
• Plan for monitoring them to ensure compliance sticks
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Self-Correcting Deficiencies: The
Things We Should Always Know About
• Serious falls / patterns of falls
• Transportation incidents (vans, etc.)
• Resident-to-resident aggression, or staff-to-resident,
abuse
• Serious medication errors / misses
• Elopements
• Accidental ingestion or choking
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Example 1—Resident Elopes
• Plan of correction is driven by root cause analysis:
– How/why did resident elope?
• Was resident properly assessed and care planned as wander risk?
• If not, why not
– How to correct this
• If yes, what elopement preventive measures were in place?
– Increased supervision?
» Did it fail and why?
– Mechanical devices?
» Wander guard; locked unit; etc.
» Was the cause mechanical?
• Non-alarmed door; alarms that don’t work; dead batteries in
pagers; nonresponsive staff when alarm sounds; front door
attendant not present per policy; family member taking
resident out without signing out; lack of staff knowledge re
proper response when alarm sounds; staff thinking “that’s
someone else’s job to respond;”
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Example 1 (continued)
• Once we identify each cause, then develop responsive steps that
may include:
– Updating assessments / care plans
• Including training on how to do so if needed
• Ensuring that staff actually know each resident’s care plan and assessment status
for wandering/elopement
• Routine, periodic monitoring of care plans/assessments in real time as compared to
actual residents AND staff knowledge of resident care plans/assessments

– For mechanical issues or mechanical issues combined with staff issues:
• Check all mechanical elements of elopement prevention
– Which doors are alarmed
– Do alarms work properly
– Are staff notified when resident attempts to elope
– Do staff know who, how and when to respond to alarms
– Are all remote devices (pagers) working, with properly charged batteries
– Do staff know where to find replacement parts (e.g., batteries; back up pager)
– Include routine, periodic checks of these electronic systems
– And spot checks of staff for proper responses
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Example 1 (continued)
•
•
•
•

Goal—examine each potential cause of the issue
Flag it as contributing factor or not
If it is a contributor, then plan a response to cure it
Always include in that plan a process for monitoring
your corrections
– Who is checking the “fixes,” how often and for how long?
– To whom is this person responsible
• That is, who is checking the checker?

• Document your plan, your monitoring schedule and
your outcomes
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“SUBSTANTIAL RISK” IN THE
DEFINITION OF A2 VIOLATIONS
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A2 Violations and “Substantial Risk”
• A2 Definition – A violation “which results in
substantial risk that death or serious physical harm,
abuse, neglect, or exploitation” will occur
• “Substantial risk” was never defined before
• Some providers felt any remote possibility of a
negative outcome was being cited as an Type A2
– Falls with no injury even with prevention measures in
place
– Minor medication errors
– “Internal” facility elopements (i.e., never left community)
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A2 Violations and “Substantial Risk”
• We’ve heard: what used to be a Type B violation
before the A level was split into Type A1 and Type A2
is now an Type A2 violation because of lack of
definition
• 2001 General Assembly directed Department to
define “substantial risk” in Type A2 definition
• That didn’t happen for 14 years
• Now, HB 667 defines it as:
– The risk of an outcome that is substantially certain to
materialize if immediate action is not taken.
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What Will the New A2 Definition Mean?
• Recall definition: substantial risk that death, serious
injury, abuse, neglect or exploitation will occur
• Meaning: substantially certain this will occur if
immediate action is not taken
• Now, Department arguably has a much higher
burden of proof
– We hope Department will apply this in considering its
burden of proof when citing violations
– If not, we’ll have to argue that on appeal to a judge where
appropriate
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TRAINING IN LIEU OF PENALTY
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“Training In Lieu of Penalty” Option
• Prior law—Department could impose training as all
or part of a penalty
• But, only “future” training, not training you already
provided at or around the time of the violation
• HB 667—Now, Department can consider training
already completed by facility after a violation is cited
• Approval of the training is not mandatory by the
Department. Rather, it’s discretionary on the part of
the Department.
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“In Lieu Of” Approval Criteria
• Department determines the training is specific to the
violation
• Department approves the training
• Department approves the trainer
• Facility has corrected the violation and continues to
remain in compliance with applicable statute or
regulation
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“In Lieu Of”
• Department asks for the following training
documentation:
– Agenda(s)
• With details of training, but not all materials included
• Highlight relevant sections of training specific to the
violation/penalty at issue

– Date(s) and time(s) of training
– Sign in sheets—who attended (ensure all relevant staff
attend)
– Trainer’s name and resume of CV
• Don’t use staff member as trainer who was part of the problem
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Highlights and Takeaways
• Have a robust QA/QI Process in place
– Do not use the survey process as your QA review
– Consider using your corporate staff for feedback on ongoing
compliance AND self-discovered issues
– Or, peer review if you are a smaller provider

• Implement and act on the QA/QI plan
– Some steps as simple as routinely walking through your building to
observe what is taking place

• Maintain and update your compliance plan
• For self-discovered issues, use a “root cause analysis” to think
outside the box
• Use the IDR process
– Treat it seriously and plan for it

• Make use of the Training-in-Lieu opportunity
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QUESTIONS?
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UPCOMING WEBINARS
• April 26, 2018: All Things Adult Care Home Survey,
Part II
• June 21, 2018: ACH Employment Issues
• Register for upcoming webinars at:
– https://www.ncala.org/training/

• Contact: Karen@ncala.org
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